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Abstract—In this paper, an extended-speed low-ripple torque
control of switched reluctance motor (SRM) drives using torque
sharing function (TSF) is proposed. Two operational modes are defined for the online TSF during commutation: In Mode I, absolute
value of rate of change of flux linkage (ARCFL) of incoming phase
is higher than outgoing phase; in Mode II, ARCFL of outgoing
phase is higher than incoming phase. In order to compensate the
torque error produced by imperfect tracking of phase current, a
proportional and integral compensator with torque error is added
to the torque reference of outgoing phase in Mode I and incoming phase in Mode II. Therefore, the total torque is determined by
the phase with lower ARCFL rather than the phase with higher
ARCFL as in conventional TSFs. The maximum torque-ripple-free
speed of the proposed TSF is increased to more than ten times as the
best case in conventional TSFs. Finally, the proposed TSF is verified by both simulations and experiments with a 2.3 kW, 6000 rpm,
three-phase 12/8 SRM operating in both linear magnetic and saturated magnetic regions. Results show that the proposed TSF has
higher average torque, and much lower torque ripples compared
to conventional TSFs.
Index Terms—Efficiency, online torque control, switched reluctance motor (SRM), torque ripple reduction, torque sharing function (TSF).

I. INTRODUCTION
WITCHED reluctance motor (SRM) emerges as a promising candidate in automotive applications due to the absence of windings in the rotor, four-quadrant operation, and
extended-speed constant-power range [1]–[14]. However, the
major drawbacks of SRM are high torque ripple, acoustic noise
and vibration compared with conventional electric machine
drives. Torque ripples of SRM can be reduced by several approaches [15]–[20]. In [18], torque ripple is reduced through
both the machine design and control methods. In [19], a novel
Lyapunov function-based direct torque control is presented to
reduce the torque ripples based on nonlinear model of SRM.
In [20], the optimal turn-on and turn-off angles are selected to
reduce the commutation torque ripples considering nonlinearity
of SRM.
Torque sharing function (TSF) [21]–[29] is gaining interest
in the areas of the torque ripple reduction in SRM drives. The
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total torque reference is intelligently divided to each phase and
the torque introduced by each phase tracks its reference defined
by the TSF. Then the reference phase current is obtained according to the torque-current-rotor position characteristics. Linear,
cubic, and exponential TSF are among the most frequently used
ones. The actual torque output of TSF is determined by the
tracking performance of each phase. As the speed of SRM increases, phase current is not able to track the reference during
high speed due to the limited dc-link voltage and, therefore,
torque ripples are increased.
One important evaluation criterion for TSF is the maximum
absolute value of rate of change of flux linkage (ARCFL) with
respect to rotor position, which should be minimized to extend
the torque-speed range. The other evaluation criterion is copper loss, which should be minimized to improve efficiency of
SRM drives. The selection of TSF is more challenging considering both torque-speed range and efficiency. Different selection
methods for TSF are studied according to these two criteria.
In [24], conventional TSFs including linear TSF, cubic TSF,
sinusoidal TSF, and exponential TSF are evaluated in terms of
the maximum ARCFL and copper loss. The turn-on and overlap angles are optimized by using the genetic algorithm and the
best TSF is selected among four listed TSFs. In [25], a family
of optimal TSFs is presented to minimize the torque ripples of
SRM by using optimization method. In [26], a nonlinear logical
TSF for torque ripple reduction and efficiency enhancement is
introduced. Compared with the other TSFs, the logical TSF is
online and not fixed. Only incoming phase or outgoing phase
torque is changed and the other phase is kept the same within
current limit of the motor. Therefore, only incoming or outgoing phase produces torque ripples and the total torque ripples
may be reduced. However, theoretical analysis of the maximum
ARCFL of logical TSF has not been provided in this paper.
In [27] and [28], an iterative learning controller is proposed to
add a compensation current to the current reference to reduce
the torque ripple resulting from nonlinearity of SRM. In [29],
adaptive TSF is presented to enhance torque–speed capability.
The turn-on angle of TSF is adjusted according to operational
speed. However, the shape of TSF is not adjusted and thus the
torque–speed performance improvement is still limited.
In this paper, an extended-speed low-ripple torque control of
SRM drives using TSF is proposed. ARCFLs of incoming phase
and outgoing phase for conventional TSFs including linear, cubic, exponential TSFs are compared. The comparison results
show that ARCFL of incoming phase for conventional TSFs is
a little higher at the start of commutation and the ARCFL of
the outgoing phase becomes much higher as commutation ends.
Based on this fact, the operation of SRM is divided into two
modes: In mode I, ARCFL of incoming phase is higher than
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Fig. 1.
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Torque control diagram of SRM.

The torque reference of kth phase is defined as
⎧
0
0 ≤ θ < θon
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
T
f (θ) θon ≤ θ < θon + θov
⎪
⎨ e ref rise
θon + θov ≤ θ < θoﬀ
Te ref (k ) = Te ref
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Te ref ffall (θ) θoﬀ ≤ θ < θoﬀ + θov
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
θoﬀ + θov ≤ θ ≤ θp

(2)

where Te ref (k ) is the reference torque for kth phase, Te ref
is the total torque reference, frise (θ) is the rising TSF for the
incoming phase, ffall (θ) is the decreasing TSF for the outgoing
phase, and θon , θoﬀ , θov , and θp are turn-on angle, turn-off angle,
overlapping angle, and pole pitch, respectively.
Pole pitch is defined in (3) as a function of the number of
rotor poles Np
Fig. 2.

Illustration of a TSF.

outgoing phase, while in mode II, ARCFL of outgoing phase
is higher than incoming phase. The online torque control based
on TSF is realized by using a proportional and integral (PI)
compensator with the error between the torque reference and
estimated torque. The output of PI compensator is added to the
torque reference of the phase which has lower ARCFL, that
is, the outgoing phase in Mode I and incoming phase in Mode
II. Therefore, the maximum torque-ripple-free speed (TRFS)
of the proposed online TSF is dependent on the phase which
has lower ARCFL rather than higher ARCFL in conventional
TSFs. Torque–speed performance of online TSF is greatly improved. In addition, torque expression in terms of rotor position
and current are derived in both linear and saturated region of
SRM and the proposed online TSF is applied to nonlinear region of SRM. Finally, the performance of conventional TSFs
and the proposed online TSF are compared in terms of torque
ripple, average torque and copper loss the wide speed range
through simulations and experiments with a 2.3 kW, 6000 rpm,
three-phase 12/8 SRM.
II. TORQUE SHARING FUNCTION
A. Torque Control of SRM
The torque control diagram of SRM based on TSF is shown
in Fig. 1. The torque reference of each phase is defined by TSF.
Neglecting the saturation and mutual flux coupling of SRM,
electromagnetic torque of kth phase is derived as (1). Then
phase current reference is derived according to this equation.
The phase current is controlled by hysteresis controller
1 ∂L(θ, ik ) 2
ik
(1)
2
∂θ
where Te(k ) is the torque produced by kth phase, θ is the rotor
position, L(θ, ik ) is the kth phase inductance, and ik is the kth
phase current.
The illustration of TSF in a three-phase SRM is shown in
Fig. 2. The torque reference of incoming phase is rising to
torque reference, and the torque reference of outgoing phase
decreases to zero during commutation.
Te(k ) (θ, i) =

θp =

2π
.
Np

(3)

The sum of torque reference for incoming phase and outgoing
phase is the total torque reference, and thus relationship between
rising TSF and decreasing TSF can be obtained as
ffall (θ) = 1 − frise (θ + θon − θoﬀ ).

(4)

B. Conventional TSFs
The conventional TSFs including linear, cubic, and exponential TSF [24] are described in this section. Linear TSF, cubic
TSF, and exponential TSF can be represented as
1
(θ − θon )
θov
3
2
frise (θ) = 2 (θ − θon )2 − 3 (θ − θon )3
θov
θov
frise (θ) =

frise (θ) = 1 − exp(

−(θ − θon )2
).
θov

(5)
(6)
(7)

C. Evaluation Criteria of TSF
In order to evaluate the torque–speed performance and efficiency of TSFs, two criteria are defined as follows.
1) The maximum ARCFL with respect to rotor position.
The maximum ARCFL Mλ is defined as (8) to evaluate the
torque–speed performance of a specific TSF
 


 dλrise   dλfall 
, 

(8)
Mλ = max 
dθ   dθ 
where λrise is the flux linkage for the incoming phase, λfall is
the flux linkage for the outgoing phase.
The voltage equation of SRM can be derived as (9) by neglecting the mutual flux coupling
v = Ri +

dλ(θ, i)
dt

(9)

where v is phase voltage, i is phase current, R is resistance of
winding, and λ is flux linkage.
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Fig. 3. FEA inductance and torque profiles of 12/8 SRM. (a) Inductance
profiles. (b) Torque profiles.

The maximum TRFS is derived as (10). The ARCFL should
be minimized to maximize TRFS region
ωm ax =

Vdc
Mλ

(10)

where ωm ax is the maximum TRFS, and Vdc is the dc-link
voltage.
2) Copper loss of electric machine.
Copper loss is an important factor influencing efficiency of
the electric machine. RMS current is derived as
Irm s =

1
θp

θo ff
θo n

θo ff

i2k dθ +

θo n

i2k −1 dθ .

(11)

III. PROPOSED ONLINE TSF
A. Comparison of ARCFL of Conventional TSFs
ARCFL of incoming phase and outgoing phase for conventional TSFs including linear, cubic, exponential TSFs is compared in this section. A 2.3 kW, 6000 rpm, three-phase 12/8
SRM with dc-link voltage 300 V is used for the comparison.
The finite element analysis (FEA) of the studied SRM is conducted in JMAG software [30] and the inductance profile and
torque profile of studied SRM is shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b),
respectively.
Turn-on angle θon , turn-off angle θoﬀ and overlapping angle
θov of linear TSF, cubic TSF, and exponential TSF are set to 5◦ ,
20◦ , and 2.5◦ , respectively. Please note that the angles provided

Fig. 4. Torque reference, current reference, flux linkage, and rate of change of
flux linkage of conventional TSFs. (a) Reference torque. (b) Reference current.
(c) Flux linkage. (d) Rate of change of flux linkage. (e) ARCFL.

in this paper are expressed in mechanical degrees. Torque reference is set to be 1 Nm. Typical waveforms of reference torque,
reference current, flux linkage, and ARCFL in terms of rotor
position are shown in Fig. 4. Comparison regarding ARCFL of
incoming phase and outgoing phase for linear TSF is shown
in Fig. 4(e). Based on this comparison, two operational modes
(Modes I and II) are clearly noted in this figure. In Mode I, ARCFL of incoming phase is higher; and in Mode II, ARCFL of
outgoing phase becomes much higher. Two operational modes
are applied to all three types of conventional TSFs. Therefore,
the maximum ARCFL is determined by the incoming phase in
Mode I and the outgoing phase in Mode II. Since maximum
ARCFL at the end of commutation is much larger than that
the one at the start of commutation in conventional TSFs, the
maximum TRFS is defined by the outgoing phase.
B. Proposed Online TSF
Based on the comparison of ARCFL of incoming phase
and outgoing phase, two operational modes are introduced and
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principles of the proposed online TSF in these modes are explained in this section. The goal of the proposed online TSF is
to minimize the maximum ARCFL. The copper loss of online
TSF will be compared to conventional TSFs through simulation
results.
1) Mode I: As discussed earlier, the ARCFL of outgoing
phase is lower than incoming phase at the start of commutation
which is denoted as Mode I in Fig. 4. Since ARCFL of the
outgoing phase is lower in Mode I, for an ideal case, it can be
assumed that the torque of the outgoing phase is equal to its
reference
Te

ref (k −1)

= Te

(k −1) .

(12)

Torque tracking error ΔT of the incoming phase can be obtained as (13), which could be positive or negative. Adding (12)
and (13) together, (14) can be derived. The total torque error is
denoted by ΔT , which is introduced by the incoming phase
Te

ref (k )

= Te

+ ΔT

(k )

ref (k −1)

Te

ref

= Te

⇒ Te

ref

= Te + ΔT.

Fig. 5.

Control diagram of online TSF in Mode I.

torque–current-angle characteristics of SRM are known, relationship between I (θ, T ) and T (θ, i) at the same rotor position
θ can be derived as (19). The control diagram in Fig. 5 can be
applied to SRM in both linear magnetic and saturated region,
since (19) is applicable in both regions
I(θ, T ) =

(13)

+ Te

ref (k )

= Te

(k −1)

+ Te

(k )

+ ΔT
(14)

Since the outgoing phase has better tracking performance, its
torque reference can be modified as
Tenew
ref (k −1) = Te

ref (k −1)

+ ΔT.

(15)

The torque response of the outgoing phase can be obtained
assuming the tracking error of the outgoing phase is zero
new
new
Te(k
−1) = Te ref (k −1) = Te

ref (k −1)

+ ΔT.

(k )

= Te

ref (k )

(16)

− ΔT.

(17)

By adding (16) and (17) together, the sum of the torque response of incoming phase and outgoing phase are obtained as
(18). The torque ripple is eliminated if the tracking error of outgoing phase is zero. Therefore, in Mode I, the torque error is
determined by tracking precision of the outgoing phase, which
has lower ARCFL
new
Tenew = Tenew
(k ) + Te (k −1)

= Te ref (k ) − ΔT + Te

= Te

ref .

ref (k −1)

+ ΔT


(18)

The control diagram of online TSF is shown in Fig. 5. Only
two phases are conducting during commutation. (k–1)th phase
and (k)th phase represents the outgoing phase and incoming
phase, respectively. T (θ, i) illustrates the torque equation of the
SRM in both linear magnetic and saturated magnetic regions,
which can be obtained by either experiment or FEA simulation.
I (θ, T ) represent the torque to current conversion in both linear magnetic region and saturated magnetic region. If precise

(19)

Transfer functions H(k −1) (s) and H(k ) (s) represent current
response for outgoing and incoming phases, respectively. Time
delay of current control loop is dependent on the rotor position
and speed; therefore, an analytical expression is hard to obtain.
The maximum time delay of the current control loop is considered to simplify the controller design. H(k −1) (s) and H(k ) (s)
are denoted as (20) and (21). Maximum time delay is assumed
to be 0.001 s both for the incoming and outgoing phases. This
maximum time delay can be obtained by simulation, which is
dependent on speed and motor parameters
1
τ1 s + 1
1
H(k ) (s) =
τ2 s + 1

H(k −1) (s) =

The torque response of the incoming phase is kept the same
as (13) since the torque reference of the incoming phase is
unchanged. Then, the torque response of incoming phase can be
represented as
Tenew
(k ) = Te

1
.
T (θ, i)

(20)
(21)

where τ1 and τ2 are time delay of outgoing phase and incoming
phase, respectively.
Thus, the currents of each phase are obtained as
1
iref
τ1 s + 1
1
iref
=
τ2 s + 1

i(k −1) =
i(k )

(k −1)

(22)

(k ) .

(23)

As shown in Fig. 5, online TSF can be regarded as a closedloop control system, where G(k −1) (s) is the feedback compensator and TSF is regarded as feed-forward compensator. The
open-loop transfer function of online TSF can be obtained as
TSF(s) = G(k −1) (s)H(k −1) (s).

(24)

The torque error transfer function E(s) is defined as (25) and
the torque response is represented as
E(s) = Te

ref

− Te

Te = (1 − frise )Te

(25)
ref H(k −1) (s)

+ frise Te

+ E(s)G(k −1) (s)H(k −1) (s).

ref H(k ) (s)

(26)
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Combining (24), (25), and (26), the transfer function from
reference to error of online TSF can be derived as
1 − (1 − frise )H(k −1) (s) − frise H(k ) (s)
E(s)
. (27)
=
Te ref
1 + TSF(s)
In case of conventional TSF, since there is no torque error
compensation, G(k −1) (s) equals to zero and open-loop transfer
function TSF(s) equals to zero. Therefore, the transfer function
from reference to error of conventional TSFs is illustrated as
E(s)
Te ref −Te
=
= 1−(1−frise )H(k−1) (s)−frise H(k ) (s).
Te ref
Te ref
(28)
By applying online TSF, the torque error is added to the torque
reference of outgoing phase to compensate the torque error
mainly introduced by the incoming phase in Mode I. Torque
reference of the outgoing phase was defined in (15). As shown
in Fig. 5, by adding compensator G(k −1) (s), the torque reference
of the outgoing phase can be expressed as
Tenew
ref (k −1) = Te

ref (k −1)

+ ΔT G(k −1) (s).

Fig. 6. Bode plot of the open-loop transfer function before and after
compensation.

(29)

As compared to (15), G(k −1) (s) in (29) is set to 1. As explained earlier, this is valid for an ideal case where the tracking
error of the outgoing phase is assumed to be zero. Thus, the
open-loop transfer function TSF(s) of online TSF is equal to
H(k −1) (s) as shown in (24). At low frequencies, H(k −1) (s) will
be close to one and therefore the open-loop transfer function
TSF(s) in (24) will be also close to 1. Now, the transfer function from reference to error of online TSF can be expressed
as
1 − (1 − frise )H(k −1) (s) − frise H(k ) (s)
E(s)
. (30)
=
Te ref
2
Compared to the transfer function for the conventional TSFs
in (28), it can be observed that for the same torque reference,
torque error of online TSF is reduced by only 50% and therefore
the performance of online TSF in torque ripple reduction is still
limited.
The parameters of the PI compensator G(k −1) (s) are adjusted
to increase the gain of the open-loop transfer function at low
frequencies. The crossover frequency is normally selected no
larger than one-tenth of the minimum switching frequency. The
switching frequency of the studied SRM varies between 10 and
50 kHz, depending on the rotor position and hysteresis band.
Therefore, the crossover frequency is selected as about 1 kHz.
In order to ensure the stability, phase margin is selected greater
than 60◦ . One possible selection of compensator G(k −1) (s) is
shown in (31). The compensator G(k −1) (s) could be later adjusted according to the operation of the motor. Bode plots of
H(k −1) (s) and G(k −1) (s)H(k −1) (s) are shown in Fig. 6. The
amplitude of open-loop transfer function is greatly enhanced
after compensator G(k −1) (s) and thus the torque tracking error
can be further reduced
10
(31)
G(k −1) (s) = 10 + .
s
2) Mode II: In Mode II, the ARCFL of incoming phase is
lower than that of outgoing phase and therefore the torque error

Fig. 7.

Control diagram of online TSF in Mode II.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE ONLINE TSFS

of online TSF is determined by tracking ability of the incoming
phase in Mode II. Similarly, the control diagram of online TSF
in Mode II is shown in Fig. 7. The compensator of incoming
phase G(k ) (s) is selected the same as G(k −1) (s).
Comparison of online TSF in Modes I and II is shown in
Table I. The compensator based on the torque error is added to
the torque reference of the outgoing phase in Mode I, while the
compensator is added to the torque reference of the incoming
phase in Mode II.
C. Comparison Between Conventional TSFs and Proposed
Online TSF
In conventional TSFs, the torque error is determined by the
phase with worse tracking ability (higher ARCFL) and therefore
the maximum ARCFL Mλ of conventional TSFs is defined as in
(8). The torque error of online TSF is determined by the phase
with better tracking ability (lower ARCFL) in Modes I and II,
and therefore the maximum ARCFL Mλ of the online TSF is
defined as
 


 dλrise   dλfall 


 .

,
(32)
Mλ = min 
dθ   dθ 
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Comparison of maximum ARCFL of linear TSF and online TSF.

Comparison of linear TSF and linear-based online TSF is
shown in Fig. 8. Torque reference is set to be 1 Nm. The Mλ
of linear-based online TSF at the end of commutation is much
lower than that of linear TSF. The Mλ of linear-based online
TSF, linear TSF, cubic TSF, and exponential TSF is 0.7, 18.8,
7.15, and 27.2 Wb/rad, respectively. Therefore, according to
(10), the maximum TRFS of linear-based online TSF, linear
TSF, cubic TSF, and exponential TSF are 4194, 152, 400, and
105 rpm, respectively. The maximum TRFS of linear-based online TSF is more than ten times as high as that of the cubic TSF,
which has best torque–speed performance among the conventional TSFs. The maximum ARCFL of cubic-based online TSF,
exponential-based online TSF, and linear-based online TSF are
very similar; therefore, only linear-based online TSF is considered in this paper and from this point forward it will be referred
as online TSF. Since torque reference from the online TSF varies
at different speeds, the copper loss of online TSF is also a function of speed. Copper loss of online TSF at different speeds will
be compared to those of conventional TSFs in the next section
through simulation results.

IV. TORQUE PROFILE CONSIDERING MAGNETIC SATURATION
The torque equation in (1) works in linear magnetic region.
In order to extend the proposed online TSF to the saturated
magnetic region, torque equation in saturated magnetic region
will be presented in this section. In this paper, the torque profile
is modeled by using (33), whose details are explained in [25]
and [31]
Tek (θ, i) =

a(θ)i2k (θ)
1

(1 + b(θ)i3k (θ)) 3

(33)

where a (θ) and b (θ) are the parameters to be defined as a
function of rotor position.
By using curve fitting, parameters a (θ) and b (θ) are obtained
to represent the torque profiles. In Fig. 9, the torque profiles by
using (33) and torque profiles by using FEA are denoted as the
dotted line and solid line, respectively. It can be found that the
torque profiles obtained with (33) match with the FEA torque
file in different rotor positions and current levels. The current

Fig. 9.

Comparison of calculated and FEA torque profile.

reference can be obtained as (34) by inverting (33)
Tek (θ, i) b(θ)
+
ik (θ) =
a(θ)
2

a(θ) 3
b2 (θ)
+(
)
4
Tek (θ, i)

1
3

. (34)

V. SIMULATION VERIFICATION
The proposed online TSF is compared to conventional TSFs
in terms of RMS current, torque ripples, and average torque
through simulation results. The 2.3 kW, 6000 rpm, three-phase
12/8 SRM model is implemented in Matlab/Simulink by using torque as well as inductance profiles from FEA as shown
in Fig. 3. Hysteresis current control is applied to the current
control loop with 0.5 A hysteresis band. Asymmetric power
electronic converter is used to simulate SRM operation under
300 V dc-link voltage. The torque ripple Trip is defined as (35).
The torque ripples during commutation are named as commutation torque ripples. During one phase conduction, torque ripples
still exist due to current ripples from the hysteresis current control. Torque ripples during one phase conduction are named as
noncommutation torque ripples
Trip =

Tm ax − Tm in
Tav

(35)

where Tav , Tm ax , and Tm in are the average torque, maximum
torque, and minimum torque, respectively.
There is a sampling time limitation in the digital implementation of current hysteresis controller, which results in higher
current ripples leading to higher torque ripples in any type of
TSFs. In addition, since online TSF can be regarded as feedback control system with torque error as the input, with the
higher sampling time, the time delay of the input (torque error)
is also increased. The control performance of the online TSF
is deteriorated due to higher sampling time and torque ripples
may be increased for this reason. Therefore, the sampling time
becomes an important factor determining the torque ripples of
both conventional TSFs and an online TSF.
In simulation, the sampling time tsam ple is set to 0.1 and
5 μs, respectively. When tsam ple is set to 0.1 μs, the torque
ripples are mostly contributed by the tracking performance of
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TSFs rather than higher sampling time and, hence, the tracking
performance of the TSFs can be compared more effectively in
terms of torque ripple. Then torque references are set to be 1.5
and 3 Nm to analyze the linear and nonlinear operations both
at 6000 and 4000 rpm. The switching frequency is between 50
and 10 kHz depending on the speed and current.
Due to the limitation of the digital controller hardware, the
sampling time is 5 μs in the experiments. Therefore, the sampling time in simulation is also set to 5 μs so that a fair comparison between the experimental results and simulation results
can be conducted. The switching frequency is between 20 and
10 kHz depending on the speed and current. Same operating
conditions have been applied with tsam ple 5 μs, and the effect
of sampling time on torque ripples using different TSFs can be
investigated by simulation.
A. Simulation Results at 6000 rpm
(Tref = 1.5 Nm, tsam ple = 0.1 μs)
Fig. 10 shows simulation results of linear, cubic, exponential,
and online TSFs at 6000 rpm when the torque reference is 1.5
Nm and sampling time is 0.1 μs. TRFS of conventional TSFs
are much lower than 6000 rpm. Therefore, the torque ripples of
linear, cubic, and exponential TSFs are significantly increased
at 6000 rpm. Due to much higher torque ripples in conventional
TSFs, especially negative torque introduced by the outgoing
phase, the average torque is decreased. The TRFS of online TSF
is about 4000 rpm, which is slightly lower than the maximum
speed of SRM. Minor tracking error is produced by applying
online TSF and small ripples are generated. Compared with
20% noncommutation torque ripples, the commutation ripples
are still small.
B. Simulation Results at 4000 rpm
(Tref = 3 Nm, tsam ple = 0.1 μ s)
Here, torque reference is increased to 3 Nm to verify the application of the proposed online TSF in the magnetic saturation
region. Fig. 11 shows simulation results of linear, cubic, exponential and proposed online TSF at 4000 rpm when the torque
reference is 3 Nm and sampling time is 0.1 μs. Due to higher
rate of flux linkage at higher torque outputs, torque ripples of
conventional TSFs are increased compared with those in lower
torque output at the same speed. At 4000 rpm, the torque ripples
of the proposed online TSF are kept as the minimum (13%)
while torque ripples of conventional TSF increase up to 60%.
Therefore, the online TSF shows no deteriorated performance
when the motor is operating in the magnetic saturated region.
C. Simulation Results at 6000 rpm
(Tref = 1.5 Nm, tsam ple = 5 μ s)
The sampling time is increased to 5 μs to investigate the effect
of the sampling time on torque ripples. Fig. 12 shows simulation
results of linear, cubic, exponential and proposed online TSF at
6000 rpm when the torque reference is 1.5 Nm and sampling
time is 5 μs. According to simulation results in Fig. 10 for tsam ple
of 0.1 μs, the torque ripples of linear TSF, cubic TSF, exponential
TSF, and online TSF at 6000 rpm were around 67%, 74%, 80%,

Fig. 10. Simulation results with different TSFs (speed = 6000 rpm, T re f =
1.5 Nm, and tsa m p le = 0.1 μs). (a) Linear TSF. (b) Cubic TSF. (c) Exponential
TSF. (d) Online TSF.
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Fig. 11. Simulation results with different TSFs (speed = 4000 rpm, T re f =
3 Nm, and tsa m p le = 0.1 μ s). (a) Linear TSF. (b) Cubic TSF. (c) Exponential
TSF. (d) Online TSF.

Fig. 12. Simulation results with different TSFs (speed = 6000 rpm, T re f =
1.5 Nm, and tsa m p le = 5 μ s). (a) Linear TSF. (b) Cubic TSF. (c) Exponential
TSF. (d) Online TSF.
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and 20%, respectively. As the sampling time is increased to
5 μs, the torque ripples of linear TSF, cubic TSF, exponential
TSF and online TSF are increased to 100%, 93%, 80%, and
40%, respectively. With much higher sampling time, torque
ripples of TSFs are increased due to current hysteresis controller.
Furthermore, due to longer time delay in the feedback control
system, the online TSF shows twice torque ripples. However,
the online TSF shows one half of torque ripples as the best case
in conventional TSFs. Therefore, the online TSF demonstrates
better performance in torque ripple reduction compared with
conventional TSFs at higher sampling time in linear magnetic
region.
D. Simulation Results at 4000 rpm
(Tref = 3 Nm, tsam ple = 5 μs)
In magnetic saturation region (Tref = 3 Nm), the sampling
time is increased to 5 μs at 4000 rpm. Fig. 13 shows simulation
results of linear, cubic, exponential and proposed online TSF
at 4000 rpm when the torque reference is 3 Nm and sampling
time is 5 μs. According to the simulation results in Fig. 11
for tsam ple of 0.1 μs, the torque ripples of linear TSF, cubic
TSF, exponential TSF, and online TSF at 4000 rpm were around
67%, 88%, 67%, and 13%, respectively. As the sampling time
is increased to 5 μs, the torque ripples of linear TSF, cubic TSF,
exponential TSF, and online TSF are 67%, 90%, 88%, and 41%,
respectively. Due to higher back EMF at higher current level,
the rate of change of phase current is reduced. The influence
of the sampling time on current hysteresis controller becomes
negligible and therefore no significant changes are observed
in torque ripples of conventional TSFs. However, with much
higher sampling time, the control performance of the online
TSF shows some degree of deterioration such as the fluctuation
of the waveforms in the incoming–outgoing region. This leads
to much higher commutation torque ripples. However, when the
sampling time is 5 μs, the torque ripple of online TSF is still
smaller than conventional TSFs in magnetic saturation region.
E. Comparison of Commutation Torque Ripple and RMS
Current When the Torque Reference is Set to 1.5 Nm
Torque ripples can be compared more fairly when the sampling time is set to 0.1 μs. In this case, the effect of the sampling
time on torque–speed performance of TSFs can be nearly eliminated and the torque ripples of TSFs are mostly contributed by
the tracking performance of TSFs. In this section, torque ripples,
average torque, RMS current are compared when the sampling
time is 0.1 μs. The torque ripple of different TSFs is compared
in Fig. 14. The torque ripples of linear, cubic, and exponential
TSFs at 6000 rpm are more than three times as high as noncommutation ripples. Below 1000 rpm, cubic TSF shows lower
torque ripples than exponential TSF and linear TSF. However, it
shows higher torque ripples at higher speed. At 6000 rpm, linear
TSF has around 15% lower torque as compared to cubic TSF.
The torque ripples of the proposed online TSF are kept constant
over a wide speed range and are equal to the noncommutation
ripples. Thus, the maximum torque ripple of online TSF is only
25%, 27%, and 30% of that of linear, exponential, and cubic
TSFs.

Fig. 13. Simulation results with different TSFs (speed = 4000 rpm, T r e f =
3 Nm, and tsa m p le = 5 μs). (a) Linear TSF. (b) Cubic TSF. (c) Exponential
TSF. (d) Online TSF.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of torque ripple of different TSFs (T re f =
1.5 Nm and tsa m p le = 0.1 μs).

Fig. 17. Comparison of RMS current per average torque of different TSFs
(T re f = 1.5 Nm and tsa m p le = 0.1 μs).

Fig. 15. Comparison of RMS current of different TSFs (T re f =
1.5 Nm and tsa m p le = 0.1 μs).

Fig. 16. Comparison of average torque of different TSFs (T re f =
1.5 Nm and tsa m p le = 0.1 μs).

RMS current of different TSFs are compared in Fig. 15. Differences in RMS current for different TSFs are minor and can be
neglected below 3000 rpm. At higher speeds, the RMS current
of the proposed online TSF shows slight increase. However, as
shown in Fig. 16, the average torque of conventional TSFs is
decreased as the speed increases.This is due to the poor tracking
capability of conventional TSFs. The proposed online TSF has
much better tracking capability and it follows the torque reference with much lower commutation torque ripples. Therefore, it
should be noted that, due to higher average torque output, RMS
current of online TSF is slightly higher.
Online TSF has better tracking capability as compared to
other TSFs. In order to match with the same average torque,

Fig. 18. Comparison of torque ripples of different TSFs (T re f =
3 Nm and tsa m p le = 0.1 μs).

Fig. 19. Comparison of RMS current of different TSFs (T re f =
3 Nm and tsa m p le = 0.1 μs).

higher torque reference should be given to other conventional
TSFs, which may eventually results in higher RMS current than
online TSF. Therefore, the ratio between RMS current and average torque is introduced as (36) in order to compare performance of different TSFs for the same torque reference.This
index worksas an operational parameterrather than a design parameter for the motor. Comparison of the ratio between conventional TSFs and online TSF is depicted in Fig. 17. Ratio
of online TSF is close to that of conventional TSFs at speeds
lower than 2000 rpm and much lower than that of conventional
TSFs at higher speed. Therefore, for per unit average torque,
online TSF produces equivalent or lower RMS current than
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Fig. 22.

Fig. 20. Comparison of average torque of different TSFs (T re f =
3 Nm and tsa m p le = 0.1 μs).
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Experimental setup of SRM drive.

is more effective than conventional TSFs in terms of torque
ripple reduction.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 21. Comparison of RMS current per average torque of different TSFs
(T re f = 3 Nm and tsa m p le = 0.1 μs).

conventional TSFs, which will not pose challenge on the rating
of the motor
Ratio =

IRM S
.
Tav

(36)

F. Comparison of Commutation Torque Ripple and RMS
Current When the Torque Reference is Set to 3 Nm
The analysis on the performance of TSFs in magnetic saturation region, the sampling time is also set to 0.1 μs to eliminate sampling time effect. Torque ripple, RMS current, average
torque and RMS current per average torque of different TSFs
are compared in Figs. 18–21 when the torque reference is set to
3 Nm. Online TSF shows no obvious increase in torque ripples
as the speed increases, while, the torque ripples of conventional
TSFs are greatly increased below 4000 rpm. At speeds higher
than 5000 rpm, the current control capability of the SRM reduces and, hence, all TSFs show similar torque ripples. Among
the three conventional TSFs, linear TSF shows the minimum
torque ripples at 4000 rpm, which are still five times as high
as online TSF. Compared with conventional TSFs, online TSF
shows slightly higher RMS current, higher average torque, and
lower RMS current per average torque over the wide speed
range. Therefore, in magnetic saturation region, the online TSF

The proposed online TSF is verified in a 2.3 kW, 6000 rpm,
three-phase 12/8 SRM shown in Fig. 22. FPGA EP3C25Q240
is used for digital implementation of the proposed TSF. Current
hysteresis band is set to be 0.5 A, and dc-link voltage is set to
300 V. The sampling time of the digital controller in the experimental setup is set to 5 μs. In the experiment, the speed
of the motor is between 4000 and 6000 rpm. The switching
frequency is between 20 and 10 kHz depending on the speed
and torque. As verified with the simulation results previously,
higher current ripples and torque ripples can be observed when
the sampling time is set to 5 μs rather than 0.1 μs. Similarly, the
experimental SRM is operating in two different operating conditions: 1) Tref = 1.5 Nm, speed = 6000 rpm, t sample = 5 μs
2) Tref = 3 Nm, speed = 4000 rpm, and tsam ple = 5 μs. Experimental results will be compared with simulation results at
the same torque reference, the same speed, and the same sampling time. The torque–current-rotor position characteristics are
stored as look up tables in FPGA. Torque is estimated from
these look-up tables by measuring the phase current and rotor
position, and converted into an analog signal through digitalto-analog conversion chip in the hardware. It should be noted
that the torque output of each phase could be negative, since
the selected digital-to-analog conversion chip is unipolar. Thus,
2 Nm offset is added to the torque out of each phase in the next
a couple of figures and no offset is added to the total torque. The
torque reference of online TSF is adjusted online according to
the error between the torque reference and estimated torque.
A. Experimental Results at 6000 rpm
(Tref = 1.5 Nm, tsam ple = 5 μs)
The torque reference is set to 1.5 Nm and sampling time is
5 μs in this experiment. Figs. 23(a) and (b) shows the torque
response and current response of linear TSF at 6000 rpm, respectively. Figs. 24(a) and (b) shows the torque response and current
response of cubic TSF at 6000 rpm, respectively. Figs. 25(a) and
(b) shows the torque response and current response of exponential TSF at 6000 rpm, respectively. Figs. 26(a) and (b) shows the
torque response and current response of online TSF at 6000 rpm,
respectively. The torque ripples of linear TSF, cubic TSF, and
exponential TSF at 6000 rpm is around 93%, 102%, 100%, and
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Fig. 23. Experimental results of linear TSF (speed = 6000 rpm and T re f =
1.5Nm). (a) Torque. (b) Current.

Fig. 27. Experimental results of linear TSF (speed = 4000 rpm and T re f =
3Nm). (a) Torque. (b) Current.

Fig. 28. Experimental results of cubic TSF (speed = 4000 rpm and T re f =
3Nm). (a) Torque response. (b) Current response.
Fig. 24. Experimental results of cubic TSF (speed = 6000 rpm and T re f =
1.5Nm). (a) Torque. (b) Current.

Fig. 29. Experimental results of exponential TSF (speed = 4000
rpm and T re f = 3Nm). (a) Torque. (b) Current.
Fig. 25. Experimental results of exponential TSF (speed = 6000 rpm
and T re f = 1.5Nm). (a) Torque. (b) Current.

Fig. 30. Experimental results of online TSF (speed = 4000 rpm and T re f =
3Nm). (a) Torque. (b) Current.

Fig. 26. Experimental results of online TSF (speed = 6000 rpm and T re f =
1.5Nm). (a) Torque. (b) Current.

40%, compared to 100%, 93%, 80%, and 40% torque ripples in
simulation results in Fig. 11. In the experiment, the online TSF
produces less than one half of torque ripples of the best case
in conventional TSFs, which matches the simulation results in
terms of torque ripples, torque response, and current waveforms
at the same operation condition. Online TSF has better torque–
speed performance than conventional TSFs in linear magnetic
region by experimental results.

B. Experimental Results at 4000 rpm
(Tref = 3Nm, tsam ple = 5 μs)
In this experiment, the torque reference is increased to 3 Nm
to verify the performance of online TSF in the magnetic saturated region. The sampling time is still set to 5 μs. Figs. 27(a)
and (b) shows the torque response and current response of linear TSF at 4000 rpm, respectively. Figs. 28(a) and (b) shows the
torque response and current response of cubic TSF at 4000 rpm,
respectively. Figs. 29(a) and (b) shows the torque response and
current response of exponential TSF at 4000 rpm, respectively.
Figs. 30(a) and (b) shows the torque response and current response of online TSF at 4000 rpm, respectively. Simulation
results (Tref = 3 Nm, speed = 4000 rpm, and tsam ple = 5 μs)
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in Fig. 13 show that the torque ripples of linear TSF, cubic
TSF, exponential TSF, and online TSF are 67%, 90%, 88%,
and 41%, respectively. Experimental results shown in Figs. 27–
30 show that the torque ripples of linear TSF, cubic TSF, and
exponential TSF are increased to up to 67%, 83%, and 93%,
and 40%. Therefore, experimental results of different TSFs are
close to the simulation results in terms of torque ripples, torque
response, and current waveforms when sampling time, torque
reference, and speed of the motor are the same. The application
of online TSF in magnetic saturation region is verified by this
experiment.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an extended-speed low-ripple torque control of
SRM drives using TSF is presented. Two operational modes of
online TSF are defined. In mode I, ARCFL of incoming phase is
higher than outgoing phase, and in mode II, ARCFL of outgoing
phase is higher than incoming phase. PI compensator with the
error between the estimated torque and torque reference is added
to the torque reference of the outgoing phase in Mode I and the
incoming phase in Mode II.
With a 2.3 kW, 6000 rpm, three-phase 12/8 SRM, the maximum TRFS of the proposed online TSF is increased to about
4000 rpm, which is more than ten times as high as the best case
in these conventional TSFs. The online TSF is compared to conventional TSFs in terms of torque ripple, RMS current, average
torque, and RMS current per average torque through simulation results. The torque ripples of TSFs are influenced by the
sampling time due to digital implementation of hysteresis controller or time delay of feedback control system. With the lower
sampling time, the torque ripples are mostly contributed by the
tracking performance of TSFs. The simulation results at lower
sampling time show that in linear magnetic torque region, online
TSF only produces 25%, 27%, and 30% of torque ripples of linear TSF, exponential TSF and cubic TSF, respectively. In order
to extend the application of online TSF to magnetic saturated
region, the nonlinear torque profiles in terms of rotor position
and current are obtained. When the torque reference is 3 Nm, the
online TSF produces around one-fifth of the maximum torque
ripples compared with conventional TSFs in chopping mode.
Constant torque range of online TSF is extended to 4000 rpm
compared with 2000 rpm in conventional TSFs accordingly. In
addition, due to its better tracking capability, online TSF generates higher average torque for the given torque reference as
compared to conventional TSFs. This results in slightly higher
RMS current. However, for per unit average torque, the RMS
current of online TSF is not increased, which will not influence
power rating of the motor.
The performance of online TSF is compared to conventional
TSFs by an experimental a 2.3 kW, 6000 rpm, three-phase 12/8
SRM. Both simulation results and experimental results prove
that the online TSF is a promising candidate for torque ripple
reduction over the wide speed range.
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